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I'm Speaking at Cat Camp NYC!
Fri, 2017-03-10 15:29 — Robin Olson
OMG! I'm so excited. There's finally a cat-centric event on the east coast! There'll be vendors with cool cat products,
fun stuff for cat parents and adoptable cats. Celebucats like Lil' Bub [1] will be there and the Cat Daddy, Jackson Galaxy [2]will
be there, too.

In addition, there will be really great presentations by Kate Benjamin of Hauspanther [3], Kathleen O'Malley of NYC Feral Cat
Initiative [4], Hannah Shaw [5] (Kitten Lady), Ingrid King of the Conscious Cat [6], Beth Adelman a noted author and Cat
Behaviorist as well as... ME!

Yes! I will be part of the lineup hostessing a roundtable
storytelling-hour about heartwarming cat rescue
stories. And yes, you KNOW I can tell a good rescue
story, but the question is, Should I bring tissues? I've
never told my tales in public. It would not be good if I
made people cry!

The details for getting tickets (some of the VIP meet and greets are sold out already) can be found HERE [7]. Cat
Camp NYC is 11 AM to 8 PM Saturday, March 11 and 11 AM to 7 PM March 12th. The location at the Metropolitan Pavillion at
125 w 18th Street in NYC.
So fly your furry feline flag and come on down. Pop over to say HI if you see me and ask for a brand new Covered in Cat Hair
bookmark. Yes! Fancy, right? I just designed them and have a bunch to give out. Maybe some day I'll have a publisher and my
own book to mark.
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I'll be posting updates and doing a LIVE Facebook broadcast from Cat Camp so keep an eye on
my Facebook Page [8] for news!

Over and out!
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Have a GREAT time with all of those wonderful cats and cat people.
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